
HOW LOWRY DEVELOPS THE THEME OF

A summary of Themes in Lois Lowry's The Giver. Learn exactly Themes. Themes are the fundamental and often
universal ideas explored in a literary work .

The Committee of Elders does recognize the practical applications of memoryâ€”if you do not remember your
errors, you may repeat themâ€”so it designates a Receiver to remember history for the community. Utopia and
dystopia As with many societies that ultimately end up as dystopias in literature, Jonas's community initially
appears designed to be a utopia. The Giver portrays what might today be called an extreme kind of
"sustainable" society, one in stasis that can neither draw lessons from its mistakes nor remember its mistakes
to prevent future ones, especially without the aid of The Receiver. The concept is continually and mysteriously
mentioned without sufficient explanation until nearly the end of the novel. He became the Receiver of
Memory for their community when he turned twelve. The most obvious example is when Jonas takes Gabriel
with him during his escape from the community. Jonas realizes that anger is not what Lily felt, merely shallow
impatience and exasperation. Not only did this allow them to forget all of the pain that had been suffered
throughout human history, it also prevented members of the society from wanting to engage in activities and
relationships that could result in conflict and suffering, and eliminated any nostalgia for the things the
community gave up in order to live in total peace and harmony. In certain situations, people will react
differently and express different emotions. Yet, from his isolation he also learns the value of love and
belonging as he experiences it through The Giver's memory. If she had followed her feelings of fear, she could
have chosen not to do the job and thus avoided her eventual release and death. The Relationship Between Pain
and Pleasure Related to the theme of memory is the idea that there can be no pleasure without pain and no pain
without pleasure. Finally, emotion allows people to express themselves as individuals rather than the lifeless
clones shown in the Giver community. This is displayed in many times in the book. The Giver Theme Essay
But as Jonas undergoes his training, he learns that just as there is no pain without memory, there is also no true
happiness. By depicting a community in which emotions are not a part of life, Lowry shows the importance of
emotion in helping people fully appreciate life, individualizing them and empowering them to do amazing
things. Their lives are hollow and meaningless; monotonous and devoid of any form of emotional variation.
According to the novel, however, memory is essential. Now imagine the same scene, colorless and dead,
which one is better? This aspect of emotion is severely restricted in the Giver community due to the choices
all being made for the people by their ancestors and Committee of Elders. An example of this is when Lily
says that she is angry at the telling of feelings. Although the possibility of individual choice sometimes
involves risk, it also exposes Jonas to a wide range of joyful experiences from which his community has been
shut away.


